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For a long time there was accorded,

1

AERONAUTICS.

342.

EXPERIMENTS* *

in France, but little

credit to the results of wind tunnel experiments. This dis-

trust, though exaggerated, was not entirely unfounded. No acc-

ord was possible between the different laboratories, since

the polars varied, if not with the time, at least with the

balance used. We cannot, however, disavow the services ren-

dered by these early experiments, notwithstanding their i-nac-

curacy. From the comparative viewpoint, even inaccurate ex-

periments may give valuable results, render it possible to

clear up a problem and indicate the way to follow, but their

comparison requires.a perfect knowledge of the experimental

conditions and is practically impossible between different

laboratorics~ It is, moreover, very hazardous to make assump-

tions on the constancy or the mode of variation of an error,

when its value and even its causes arc not known. The preecnt

status of experimental aerodynamics requires, moreover, a

closer approximation, while the establishment of a project de-
,.,, .-..,
mands abso”luteaccurac’yfor a good previsi6n of the performances.

Our laboratories are trying to attain this accuracy. Certainly

the coefficient of similitude Vi/V is far from being reached

* From “L1A6rophile, ‘tSeptember 1-15, 1925, pp, 267–272. -
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and it seems hardly probable that it ever will be. The siz,c
,.. . “..--’... ,...

and speed of airplanes arc incrbased inichmore iapidl--ytha,-n

the diameters of wind tunn’els or the power of their motors .

The effect of this, however, is not so great as has been as–

sumcd and its bad repute is due’ in part to the imputation to

it of errors really resulting from totally different causes.

These sources of important errors have ‘been gradually elimi-

nat ed and we may now consider as exact the experimental results

obtained in our laboratories.

The elimination

their replacement by

rendering negligible

na of a very complex

of the rigid supports for the models and

wires constitute a great improvement by

the interaction’sof the support, phenome-

aerodynamic order W“nich introduce errors

often large and always impossible to evaluate. T’neuse of a

balance With wires ~s, however, certain disadvantages. The

aerodynamic resistance of the wires is always very large and

their use is rather clifficult because the whole suspension

lacks rigidity and easily becomes distort ed. We will here in–

vestigate the nature of those distortions, evaluate the errors

they entail and describe the methods for taking account of or

avo idi-ngthem.

...,,,. ,., .:,. Nature of the Distortions .... .

We will briefly explain the principle of the wire balance

(Fig. l). The model is inverted and suspended by two systems

:, Of l-ertical wires a ~ and aa to the lift balances BZ and B2 .

—.
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The drag is transmitted by a system of horizontal wires ca~ a

restraining wire. b~ a,t45° and a vertical v~ire aa attached “

to the d~ag balance B3.

The ti.istortionsundergone by this system may destroy the

verticality of al and ~ or the horizontality of ~ . The

distortions may be due either to poor initial adjustment or

to the stretching of the wires by the aerod~ynamic stresses. ,

A. Lack of Verticality of al and ~

1. Poor adjustment of balance.- We will suppose that as a

result of the poor adjustment of the balance, al and az make

an angle a with the vertical (Fig. 2), O being at Ot and

c k cl am.d al, a2,bl, b2 respectively occupying the

positions a:l, a’a , bll and.b~z .

We will designate by p afz, p btz, etc., the vertical

components of the tension of the wires atz, b!2, ~tc., ~fld

by t al~, tbta, etc., the horizontal components of this same

tension. If we call Q the weight of the model, the following

are the equations of equilibrium of the system before the wind

{

~ +pa’l + pa12 + ~btl + pbra = O.
(1)

tc!3 + tall + ta12 + tbtl + tb!a”= O.

The air current *generates the aerodynamic forces P andL T

which are offset by variations in the tension of atl, a12 and

C’3.“ Let us call p~ail, plata, t~ail, t~a!2 and itct~ the

‘-i

Iii,.,..... .,.. ..—-—
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new proj ections of these ter@ions.

The equilibrium equations then become
....,, .-.

‘/‘U + p + pta~l + pfaf. -t-pb~l + pb~z = 0.e
(2)

{-T+ tlcl~ + t1a13 + tta~z -t-tbtl + tb~a = O.

From equat ions (1) and (2) we deduc e

In the first equation (p!alZ - pall) and (p’a’z - ~XL’2)

are the stresses ineasurcd on t:hebalances BI ~nd Bz. Their

sum is therefore equal to the lift.

In the second equation (t’c’3 - tc13), the stress is

mea,surcd on the bala-nce Q“ This stress is therefore equal-

to the &rCzg,to within the error (t’a’l - tall) + (tlarz - tafz).

7/cnow ha-ve

... ,, Order of magnitude of the error.- The error in the dr::g.——, .— —

is therefore proportional to th~ lift, i.e., it varies ~Vitllthe

angle of attack. It depends also on the distance between the
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model mxl the lift bal.anccs and.is evidently of the magnitude of

00 I,,,i.,~..,.,of the err,orof,adjustaeqt.,..

Let US aSSUBle.that a z 0.1 degree and that tan~ = 00 ~~].? .

On the other hand, the lift of a Tyingmay reach 15–20 times thq

drag and the error then becomes 0.0017 x 20 T, i.e., error/T =

relative error = 0.034 or 3.4~0,a far from negligible error,

notwithstanding the smallness of a. If th~ adjustment is not

carefully made, the error may bc quite large.

9
!J ● Imncrfect initial adjustment.——. Effect of elon;<ationof.—— —..—

TjVire.- DUC to the action Of the ~.~rodynamic forces on t~~~~lod-

Cl, the group aa, b~,, G3 is distorted by the stretching of

each of its compoimnts. The result is a shifting of O and C,

toward the res,r,to the positions 01 and c1 (Fig. 3). Thus

an error is ::roduc~d, mhich we are going to evaluate. WC will

usc the same notation as in the prccedin~ cases.

At the beginning, the equilibrium is defined by

(U+pal+pa2+pbl+pb2 =0.
4

!t% + tbl = O.

In the wind,,these become

{

tii+p+-pa~l + pa’~ + pb’l + pb!z = 0.
... ..

‘T + tail + ta’2 + tcl~ + t!bl = O.

When’ccwe deduce

{ ~~

P + (pall - pal) -+(pat2 - @.2) = O.

T + (tcl~ - t%) -i-(tail + ta~2) = O.

(1}

(2)

(3)

L -.
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As before, the first of these equations indicates that the lift

is accurr.tely qeasured on the balances BI and Bz;:, the secondj.,.,,,,.,.
,.

that the drag is accurately

within the error tatl+t

can thcrefoye write

......_

measured on the balance B3 to

a 12 = tana (p all + p a12). We

and we havo the error = ta”na(P +p az $ p as). In this case,

the value of the’counterpoise and the weight of the model are

added to tho lift..

We can assume that 00! is proportional to the drag aild

write tan~ = KT (K having here the inverse mzzgnitude of a

force) . We then have the error = KT (P + p a,,“+paz), “ig”c-,

error/T = rela,tivc error = K (P -t-p al + p a2)s The recoil

()()I is not Iarg’e,but it is often quite imports-nt~due to the

elastic distortion This error may attain 5? for great lif”ts.

These”two causes of tirrormay occur simultaneously and it4

is obvious that the impossibility of evaluating the distor-

tions i-?ithprecision prevents the calculation of the e~rors

they introduce. It ‘maybe possible to avoid these distor-

tions, either by improving the adjusting mechanism of the bal-

ance or by diminishing the stress on

or by inventing special indeformable

method is hardly “compatible with the

the system of drag wires

combinations~ “The first.. ,,

size of the Ivindtunnels,

the di~ficulty of establishing precise and practical adjusting

devices, light and little resistant to the wind, and especially

.
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with tlm flexibility of experimentation required in the labora-

tories. As to-increasing the size of the ‘;~i~q,this is bar<-to

rcconcilc with the necessity of reducing to the minimum the al-

ready considerable drag of the suspension wires.
,

However this may be, the whole mechanism must be stuclied

with the object of rwiucing the distortions as much as possi-

‘O1.c.Tfccall especial attention to the nattcr of the dynamom-

eters. It is practically impossible to climim~te their em-

‘J)lO~iilCilt,which noccssarily entails quite imports-nt errors.

E. Lack of Horizontality of %

This lack me.ybe duc to a poor adjustment of the balance

or to an elastic distortion consisting of a vertical displace-

ment of O under the action of the lift (FiS. 4).

On ;>roceeding as before, by double projection, we-find m

error in tilel.ift.a.mountingto T W@, for faulty adjustment,

and (T + t bl) tan~ = K’ P (T + t bl ) for elastic distortion,

with the possibility of a combination of these two errors.

This error, which is negligible in the ordinary case of air-

foils, may be of SOIIC irn-porta,ncewhen the drag is Iargc vith

relation to the lift, uhich then bcccmms difficult to measure.

The Coublc projection of aa, b~ and C3 likewise reveals

an error in drag equal to T tanp for faulty adjustment and

(T + t b,) ti-n~ for Jlastic distortion, This error, which

— ,-
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value it is well to limit by diminishing
(-JO!or by i-ncrcasi-ng

--, ... ....... . ..,,
OA . It is very ‘important, however,-to give sufficient length

to OA, which One is tenptcd to reduce in order to diminish

the horizontal recoil 00~. We may even experiment with differ-

ent lengths of OA, according to whether” we wish to measure

the lift or the drag.

How to Eliminate these Errors

a) Static calibration.- As alrcadyc:cntioncd, it does not

seem -cmsr:ibleto avoid deformations of the balances. We can

doubtless reduce then considerably and this precaution must be

takec when a ‘m.la,nceis being aesigncd. The value of the re-

sults depends, however, on the precision of a difficult ad-

justment. It seems necessary, therefore, to Proceed after-

wards to an inteigralstatic caSibration~ that is to S~OYSbY

reconstituting, with weights placed at O and C, the equi–

libriurnwith the’weights measured at i31and 13a. Only then

can we proceed to a calibration of the drag. These operations

are long and difficult. The adoption of these supplementary

measures further diminishes the approximation of the test”,but

they constitute an indispensable guaranty, which completely

,.satisfies .the mind.

b) Special balances.- It is of interest to consider here

the somewhat special case of the balance used at the Aerotech-

nic Institute of Saint Cyr. After being transformed, by vari-

—,-,,.,,,- . ,,,,,,,, ,, , . ,,.,,., ,,—.,,.,. ..— . .. .. ...--—...——---- .— --.—
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Ous stages and for differe-ntreasons, it now constitutes a

balance which .-partially elininates the.errors due to distort ions.

This

lead

with

drag

and

resuit, obtained in an entirely fortuitous manner, may

to new and in-tercsting solutions.

Fig, 5 is a diagram of this

rigid supports. It “*S two

.:.ndF

i?. T’

MeasuTencrlt

is too well

G H I of lift. T~le

aerodynamic balance, as used

parall elograns, ABCD of

~easmements are made at M

equals the izeasurement at N and P equals tile

at N plus the measurement at M. This b~lxmce

known for us to dwell on its operation and advm~t-

agcs, especially from the viewpoint of sensitivity,

Aftez the elimination of rigid supports and their replace-

ment by wires, it has been arranged as shown in Pig. 6. The

model is supported by counterpoises at the ton. The lift is

measured at M and the drag at N. We will consider the ef-

fect of the above-mc-ntioncd distortions on this balmce.

A= Lack of Verticality

1. Poor adjustment of the balance (Fi~. 7).- We will as-

sume that, due to poor adjustment of the balance, al and az

make c.nan@e a with the vertical. O is at or and C at

(-jt ~And ~ly a2j bl and b2 respectively occupy the positions

all, ~lz, bll’and b~z. WC will clcsignate the forces t’hcsame

as ‘oeforee The forces measured by the two lift and dr~,gbal-

ances will be designated by Pln.a-nclTm.

-.
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As above, we ~ve, for t~~~Model, the fol-lowing eq”atio~ls

of.,equ,ili@i._Rm:,, ,-.... ....,.,

Before the wind

{

Ii+pall+-pa!a+p b’li-pb’2=0
(1)

t C$ +tall+ta’z+tb ‘l+t’O’z=O #

In the wind:

{

u + P -t-plan -t-pla,’2+ p ‘O*I+ p blz = O (~)

T + ttcra + tlat~ + tla12 + t b’z + t ‘o’a= O

B;r subtraction:

‘~ +- (p’a’, -

J pa’l)+(p’a’z -pa’2 )=0 {3]

[T +(tlc’~ - t C13) + (t’a’l - t a’l) + (t!a’2 - t a“~)‘O

On the other hand, the equilibrium equations of the balance,

before ~xldduring the wind, give, bY subtraction, tilefollo’,~ing

equa;ions (on replacing pti1~ ‘DyC’3 due to the wire being at

an angle of 45°) :

[(p’a’l - p a’l) + (p Ia*2 - p a’2) + (t’c!~ - t c’S) + Tti~+pm=O

\
(~la!

1- t alz) + (tIa12 - t a12) .+-(t1c13 - t C13)+ TX. = O

(~)
FrOillequat ions (3) and-(4) we obtain:

{

1) Tn=T

.’ .,.,
,2).,, ,,, P.= I&+ (t.tcl~.-t ct3) + TEI

or P== Pm.- (t’a’l - t all) + (tla!z - t a12)
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FOY the lift, ‘~heerror is (t’a’l - t all) -t-(t1ai2 - t a$)

a value ~~hichwe have ssen to be equal to P tana, or a relative.,. ,,

error of tana. This error can never amount to 1$ and is negli-

gible iit all cases.

2) Perfect inittal adjustment. Effect of elongation of

the wircs.- Proceeding as above, we obtain, for the model, the——

following equations}

and for the balance:

On combining these equations as above, we obtain, for the dra~,

an error equal to

This error depends entirely on the tension of bl r.ndbz,

i.e., on the value of the upper counterpoises, which arc con-

st<antnot only during tilesaifletest, but durin~ a wkole series

of tests. ,If bl were vertical, we would have, as erroz,
.,,,

(p bl + p b,) tana and, on’”tissuming tana = KT, the relati’.’e

error ‘~eco]~es (p b.+ p b.) K, wh.ic””his tne relative error of

the in&cpendent and therefore constant lift.

I



I For the lift, the equation P =
1, ,,, ..,., . .

iniiicat 2s an error “eqtiil”’”’to’‘‘“

(t a’l + t a’2)

or (p+ti+pbl+

The relative error is:

tana -f-
~ + Pbl -t-Pb2

2

12

p bz ) tana

tana

tana always being ve~y sfiall.

The absolute e~ror (~+p~jl3P-Z) tana is, in nor~l ,caces,

Of the Order of the sensitivity of the lift balance. In cer-

tain Specicl].cases, in testing hulls, for ~x.almple,ii is iYIl_

portant t~ take it into account.

El. Lack of Horizontality of ~

The equations of eq-~ilibrium show that the errors in -;’nc

drag ai~din the lift are the same as with the old balance and

that the saw-eprecautions must be taken. In this case, how-

ever, the lc~gth of C3 is clearly definsd by that of

CR ==BC and it is no longer possible to operate with different

lengths, according to the cases. This consideration rrrustaf-

fect ‘Ghcchoice of the dirncnsioilsof the drag parall elogra,m.
,., .,

c. Advantages

T~l~~-~ag errors

therefore determined

,.. ... ., .

and D isadva-ntagesof this Ba,lance

are independent

very simply and

of the lift.

rapidly by a

They are

static cal-i-
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bration, ~-’hichcan be made for several values of the drag.

The lift, ezrors, which are negligible in the ordinary

cases of airfoils, are no,l.ongcr so in th#ase of tests w’here

the lift is small in comparison with the counterpoises and

drag.

The t.imposition of the balance, from th~ v,ery fact of its

principle, renclers impossible the integral calibration rcfcrrcd

to above. We must bear in mind that this calibration is of

value only in so far as it does not risk the introduction of

new errors which mi@t cxcccd or simply equal the errors it

is desired to eliminate. A very thorough investigation of

this matter should bc made and we should endeavor to find some

simple device which would be easy to adjust and control.

The problem is too

is the better solution:

which is very practical

cases, or the old method

Conclusions

complex for us to be able to say w“nich

the balance of the Saint L’yrtype,

M certain cases but ‘not in other

of suspension with its indispensable

calibration. We have here simply tried to show the great im-

portance which the errors in~erent in wire suspensions my

as sumc.
.4, ,.

Of course the value of a balance depends on the possibil–

ity and the facility .of eliminating the errors, but this is

not the only consideration. All the questions of pendularity,
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sensitivity and inertia have their im-portance,but they arc

too well known for it to be worth while for us to discuss them.

Reasons of a practical nature, the location of the labora-

tory, efficiency of the personnel, total efficiency, cost,:etc.,

contribute their part to the choice of a balance. Reasons of

a physiological or even of a psychological order may, ,according

to the nature of the personnel, lead to different solutions.

Under all circumstances, however, accuracy is the primor-

dial ~.lidnecessary characteristic for which we mus$ strive.

This treatise indicates under whzzt conditions it may be ob-

tained.

Translation by Dwight M. Miner,
National.Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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